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Abstract

Evidence that placebo acupuncture is an effective treatment for chronic pain presents a puzzle: how do placebo needles appearing to patients to penetrate the body, but instead sitting on the skin’s surface in the manner of a tactile stimulus, evoke a healing response? Previous accounts of ritual touch healing in which patients often described enhanced touch sensations (including warmth, tingling or flowing sensations) suggest an embodied healing mechanism. In this qualitative study, we asked a subset of patients in a randomized trial in irritable bowel syndrome to describe treatment experiences. Analysis focused on patients’ unprompted descriptions of any enhanced touch sensations (e.g., warmth, tingling) and any significance patients assigned to the sensations. We found in 5/6 cases, patients associated sensations including “warmth” and “tingling” with treatment efficacy. The conclusion offers a “neurophenomenological” account of the placebo effect by considering dynamic effects of attentional filtering on early sensory cortices, possibly underlying the phenomenology of placebo acupuncture.

Introduction

Placebo acupuncture is among the most studied forms of ritual to be explicitly evaluated in “gold-standard” randomized controlled trials (RCTs) (Madsen, Gotzsche, & Hrobjartsson, 2009; Moffet, 2009). The original purpose motivating development of a placebo acupuncture ritual was for use in acupuncture trials to establish a rigorous placebo condition for separating the generalized effect of an acupuncture treatment interaction from the specific effect of acupuncture needling (K Streitberger & Kleinhenz, 1998)

The scientific motivation for focusing on the placebo acupuncture ritual has increased with a recent extensive, systematic review(Madsen, et al., 2009) showing that while real acupuncture appears to have a modest genuine positive effect on chronic pain, placebo acupuncture ritual elicits stronger and more clinically relevant relief in chronic pain patients, as well as recent RCTs involving over a thousand patients comparing a placebo acupuncture ritual to a usual care condition or to a contrasting ritual have shown that the placebo...
acupuncture ritual is efficacious for a broad range of pain disorders including irritable bowel syndrome (IBS), arm pain and chronic low back pain. (Cherkin, et al., 2009; Foster, et al., 2007; Kaptchuk, et al., 2008; Kaptchuk, et al., 2006)

The placebo acupuncture ritual typically includes an initial introductory conversation between the patient and the practitioner, a brief use of touch palpation (usually on the wrist or the abdomen) to carry out a “diagnosis,” followed by a touch treatment usually consisting of non-penetrating placebo needles that sit on top of the skin and cause patients to feel a tactile sensation that they believe (as shown in measures of treatment credibility (Enblom, Hammar, Steineck, & Borjeson, 2008; McManus, et al., 2007)) is a real acupuncture treatment. The sham needles are identical in appearance to regular acupuncture needles except that the shaft of the sham needle retracts into the sheath instead of penetrating the skin (in a manner analogous to a theatrical sword (McManus, et al., 2007; K Streitberger & Kleinhenz, 1998)). Patients usually lie still for 20–30 minutes or more, at which point, the practitioner returns to remove the “needles.” Variations on this ritual template have been used in acupuncture clinical trials in North America (Huang, Nir, Chen, Schnyer, & Manber, 2006; Wayne, et al., 2005), Australia(Smith, Coyle, & Norman, 2006), Europe (Andersen D, et al., 2010; Kleinhenz, et al., 1999) (K. Streitberger, et al., 2004) (Kristen, et al., 2010) and Asia (Tsang, et al., 2007) (So, et al., 2009).

While the question of whether a placebo acupuncture ritual is an appropriate control comparison for testing the efficacy of real acupuncture has been widely debated (Langevin, et al., 2006; Lundeberg, Lund, Sing, & Naslund, 2009), there has been less attention directed towards understanding the placebo acupuncture ritual on its own terms. Some recent RCTs, however, have begun to disaggregate the ritual into its constituent components. One RCT by our group (N= 270) compared a placebo acupuncture ritual with a placebo pill and found that the ritual needle procedure (including the use of touch “diagnosis” and tactile “needling”) was significantly better in reducing arm pain than the more minimal, no-touch ritual of taking a daily pain pill (Kaptchuk, et al., 2006). Another RCT by our group (N=262) compared two different placebo acupuncture rituals to determine whether the meaning and context surrounding the tactile “needle” treatment affects treatment outcomes in patients with irritable bowel syndrome (IBS)(Kaptchuk, et al., 2008). One group of patients was randomized to receive a warm, empathic, confident ritual. Another group received a neutral placebo acupuncture ritual with minimal interaction. For comparison purposes, a third group received no treatment, but was monitored with study assessment sessions identical to the first two groups. The trial found, as hypothesized, that patients receiving a ritual that included a warm, empathic, confident interaction did better than patients receiving the identical tactile needling procedure with a neutral interaction (both placebo acupuncture groups did better than the no-treatment control condition). Taken together, these studies suggest that the touch component and the motivational and emotional context surrounding touch both contribute to the efficacy of placebo acupuncture.

These quantitative studies do not capture, however, the phenomenology of treatment in a placebo acupuncture ritual. How do patients experience the ritual of placebo acupuncture? What do patients feel when they receive placebo acupuncture needles that appear to puncture the skin? Why would patients find the combination of a tactile stimulus with a warm, empathic and confident treatment context to be healing?

Qualitative, ethnographic studies of ritual-touch therapies offer a useful resource for understanding how patients might experience a placebo acupuncture ritual. Qualitative reports of patients’ first-person accounts give in-depth information about the phenomenology of a touch healing ritual.
Numerous reports from patients across many cultures suggest important common factors shared by touch healing and placebo acupuncture rituals (Adams, 2005; Csordas, 1994; J. Engebretson, Wardell, DW., 2002; Kerr, Wasserman, & Moore, 2007; Tambiah, 1985). These reports allow us to form hypotheses about the phenomenology of the placebo acupuncture ritual. For example, both touch healing and placebo acupuncture rituals evoke direct touch sensations, as in a frequently cited ethnographic account of a touch healing ritual in a Thai healing cult in which the healer gives supplicants a light tap (Tambiah, 1985). There are also the meanings that patients and healers give to these sensations, as when, in the Thai healing cult, the healer tells the patient that the touch puts the person in contact with a healing energy source. Other examples of this type of ritual healing (light touch + a healing meaning) include therapeutic touch (Meehan, 1998), Charismatic Catholic healing (Csordas, 1994) and countless other variants (see (Kerr, et al., 2007) for a fuller discussion). Within biomedical hospitals similar versions of this ritual can often be seen in reiki healing sessions, in which a practitioner sweeps her hands lightly on a patient’s skin while instructing the patient that the light touch sensation contains a divine healing energy called ‘ki.’ Both ritual touch and placebo acupuncture treatments also involve the modulation of the patient’s attention to body sensations. In placebo acupuncture this modulation takes place when the patient views the acupuncture “needle” that appears to be penetrating his or her body. In the case of a touch healing ritual, there is the sight, sound and imagined sensation that occurs when the healer sweeps his or her hands over a body area without making direct contact with the skin.

In addition to these shared factors (touch stimulation, the meaning attached to the touch and the modulation of the patient’s own somatosensory attention to touch), there is another commonly observed effect described in studies of ritual touch healing which has not been probed in studies of the placebo acupuncture ritual: during ritual touch healing, patients frequently speak of elusive tactile body feelings using words such as warmth or tingling or additional somatosensory descriptive words (For examples, see (Adams, 2005; Engebretson, 2002; Miles, 2003; Tambiah, 1985; Warber, 2004). In many accounts, these sensations are interpreted by subjects as healing. For the purposes of this study, we are calling the types of sensations often found in ritual touch healing including sensations of warmth and tingling “enhanced touch sensations.”

The present study addresses the phenomenology of the placebo acupuncture ritual from the point-of-view of acupuncture-naïve North American patients in a clinical trial. We focus specifically on these patients’ understanding and interpretation of the acupuncture ritual (for a consideration of the ritual as a whole, in its cultural, historical present circumstances, an excellent source is (Liu, 2009)).

Other than considering the acupuncture ritual We theorized that within our RCT comparing two placebo acupuncture rituals with usual care, testing the effect of therapeutic context on IBS outcomes (described briefly above) (Kaptchuk, et al., 2008), patients would describe their placebo acupuncture experiences in similar terms to those reported in previous studies of ritual touch healing. Specifically, we hypothesized that patients would describe touch sensations, the meanings associated with touch sensations, and some descriptions of “enhanced touch sensations” including sensations of warmth, tingling and/or a sense of “flow.” We also hypothesized that patients who attributed treatment efficacy to the ritual would connect their assessment to their descriptions of enhanced touch sensations. To examine these questions, we carried out a qualitative interview study looking at how patients described their experiences receiving placebo acupuncture. A neuroscientific view of the phenomenology of enhanced touch sensation is provided in the Discussion.
Qualitative study

Methods

The Quantitative Randomized Controlled Trial—This qualitative study was embedded in a RCT designed to study placebo effects in patients with irritable bowel syndrome (IBS) that took place between December 2004 and April 2006. The biomedical definition of IBS is as a functional gastrointestinal disorder characterized by chronic or recurrent abdominal pain or discomfort, usually in the lower abdomen, which is associated with disturbed bowel function and feelings of abdominal distention and bloating (Longstreth, et al., 2006). IBS symptoms include alterations in intestinal motility, visceral hypersensitivity and abnormalities in the brain-gut axis that processes visceral information. Because there is no physiological marker specific for IBS, outcome measures in clinical trials are based on validated self-reports.

The study was a 6-week, 3 arm, single-blind RCT (n=262) that tested the hypothesis that three components of the response to placebo acupuncture – (1) the patient’s experience of observation and assessment (Hawthorne effects), (2) the provision of the appearance of therapy (placebo treatment), and (3) the patient-practitioner relationship – could be progressively combined in a manner resembling a graded dose escalation of component parts (analogous to “dose dependency”). In the “limited” treatment group, the acupuncturist administering the placebo needle explained that the RCT was a “scientific study” and that no conversation was allowed between patients and practitioners. In the “augmented” treatment group, in addition to placebo acupuncture, practitioners reviewed the patient’s IBS symptoms and performed a psychosocial intake in the context of warmth, active listening, empathy and communication of confidence. Placebo acupuncture was adopted because evidence suggests that acupuncture, like many other procedures and devices, has an unusually high placebo effect. (Kaptchuk, et al., 2006) We used a validated placebo acupuncture device that is indistinguishable from acupuncture (K Streitberger & Kleinhenz, 1998). The shaft of the placebo acupuncture device does not actually pierce the skin but creates the illusion of doing so by retracting into a hollow handle like a magic sword.

All participants were naïve to acupuncture and were told both in written informed consent and verbally that anyone randomized to one of the treatment conditions had a 50% chance of receiving placebo or genuine treatment (the study supplied active acupuncture treatment with penetrating needles to 50% patients in the last three weeks of the trial, after the initial three-week placebo run-in phase, during which all subjects received a placebo acupuncture ritual). The institutional review boards of the Beth Israel Deaconess Medical Center and Harvard Medical School approved the trial as well as the embedded qualitative study. Details of the design and ethics of the quantitative experiment are reported elsewhere (Conboy, et al., 2006; Kaptchuk, et al., 2008).

The outcomes of the quantitative RCT confirmed our hypothesis that the three arms behaved in a “dose dependent” manner: waitlist < limited < augmented. In biomedical terms, the placebo effects were both statistically and clinically significant and could be titrated in a manner similar to varying doses of a medication. The arm with the augmented treatment reported symptom improvement on a magnitude as large as any medication approved for IBS by the FDA.

Qualitative Study Methods: Setting, Sampling, Interviews and Analysis—In addition to the quantitative RCT, an additional twenty-seven patients (nine in each arm) were randomly assigned to receive a set of qualitative interviews at baseline, three-week midpoint and six-week endpoint. This paper reports on those subjects who were assigned to receive the limited or the augmented placebo acupuncture ritual for the entire six-week
course of the study. Of the 18 qualitative subjects who were assigned to either the “augmented” or “limited” placebo treatment arms, 13 completed the study. Of these patients, 3 subjects were randomized to receive augmented placebo acupuncture for all 6 weeks and 3 subjects were randomized to receive limited placebo acupuncture for all 6 weeks of the study. These 6 participants are the subjects of this study. The qualitative placebo subjects were 3 females and 3 males between the ages of 27 and 58, with an average of 46.

Three semi-structured agenda-guided, open-ended interviews were conducted with each patient. The agendas, which were slightly different for the interviews at baseline, midpoint and endpoint of the trial, consisted of open-ended questions focusing on specific themes such as, what it was like to be in a placebo controlled trial, what changes were expected from the treatments. The agenda also provided open-ended probes designed to elicit descriptions of somatosensory experience in each thematic area (e.g., what did it feel like to receive the acupuncture treatment). All sessions were audio taped and transcribed.

A medical anthropologist (EJ) conducted most of the interviews. However, because of scheduling conflicts, three patients were interviewed by a back-up sociologist (LC). Patients had the same interviewer for all three sessions with one exception, again due to schedule conflicts. The interviewers only saw the patients during the interviews and were not otherwise engaged with them. In the initial interview, interviewers were blind to treatment condition. In the second interview, patients’ narrative details about the acupuncture ritual caused interviewers to become unblended as to whether they received the augmented or limited placebo acupuncture ritual. In the third interview, interviewers were blind as to whether patients had been switched to real penetrating acupuncture treatment or had continued to receive a placebo acupuncture ritual.

For this paper, two investigators (CK, JS) coded the interviews and met regularly to compare coding and resolve differences. Initial thematic codes were specified and a brief coding manual was developed collaboratively (by CK and JS) in order to specify criteria for each code. Each transcript was coded by JS and CK. When there was disagreement, coders engaged in iterative discussion and structured memo writing to refine coding criteria until consensus was achieved. Other investigators also gave advice and feedback. Other team members have reported on their own research hypotheses and findings elsewhere (Kaptchuk, et al., 2009).

Results

Of the six patients who received placebo acupuncture for all six weeks of the trial, five described notable enhanced touch sensations associated with placebo acupuncture needling (see Table 1, listing descriptive words used by IBS patients to describe their treatments). Three case studies of patients receiving placebo needles (two in the augmented-care and one in the limited-care arms) are described to illustrate broader points:

**Case 1, ‘Fred,’** was a man in his late 20s who was about to get married and had suffered from chronic IBS for over 10 years. Fred’s description of the sensations that he experienced during the placebo needle treatment contained rich sensory imagery that tied the immediate experience of needling to a broader panel of sensations: He said, after needling “I can feel … a sensation of warmth and tingling in the limbs. It’s usually during the treatment … but not right off. It takes a few minutes.” He described the sensation as consistent and as becoming more significant for him as the treatments progressed: “I felt, you know, that the tingling and warmth sensation is getting, has gotten, stronger. I think the strongest I felt so far was the fifth treatment.”
Fred described his needing sensations as re-enforcing the sense of a caring relationship that he experienced with his practitioner. Specifically, he described the physical experience of placebo acupuncture after telling his acupuncturist that he had a migraine: as per protocol, the acupuncturist reported to the patient that she was making therapeutic changes to his acupuncture point prescription (although, in fact, no changes were made and the treatment was on non-acupuncture points with non-penetrating needles)

“[She] changed around, uh, she didn’t change the locations of the acupuncture, but, uh, or not the general locations, but locally she changed them, like near the wrist, you might put it on a different side … to help that out and a lot of times there was an effect of, you know, I, the headache would be, it would be gone by the time I left.”

Fred also described other instances in which he experienced the placebo acupuncture as specifically tailored to the psychosocial stress that he was enduring at that specific moment in treatment: “I was really stressed… and it was piled on top of a lot of other stresses. She was alert to that fact and she understood and could see that through, you know, and she adjusted my needles, and I guess the acupuncture points accordingly and I, you know, I think, I think there was, I think that was, you know, showing a change in that, a development in that relationship.” He described his improvement with images that compared his IBS experience before and after the study:

At the end of the randomized controlled trial, Fred reported a 50% decrease in his IBS symptoms as well as an increase in calm feelings and fewer obsessive thoughts. At the final interview, Fred understood his improvements through the lens of his needling sensations and the cognitive model that was informed by that “warmth and tingling.” Thus, ultimately Fred attributed improvement in his symptoms to his rich experience of placebo acupuncture.

“Yeah. I mean that, the, it all kind of comes together, so it, um, with me being calmer, I have, like you said the less gas and the gas is usually I think, what, is usually the source of most of the pain because it's just like a distention I feel in my intestines and that causes me, like, abdominal discomfort. And I haven't been, haven't had any troubles with constipation lately, so that’s another indication that things are moving, I guess, which is the whole idea of the flow. Whether it's of energy or fluids, um, so I haven't had any, any discomfort from constipation that I know of, so now it's more of just a gas. So, yeah, as, as a result of that, um, lesser gas, I have had less abdominal discomfort. “

Case 2, Rick, was a janitor in his 50s who has a 20+-year history with diarrhea-predominant IBS. Rick also experienced enhanced sensation during acupuncture. He described the feeling of the (placebo) needle: “Sometimes when she puts the needles in, I’m falling asleep on the table. And I kind of think that this…almost does that, but it’s kind of like putting a warm heating pad.” He described the warmth sensation as lasting beyond the placebo needle treatment. The practitioner’s touch while she carries out the acupuncture ritual also elicits an enhanced touch sensation. Specifically, Rick came to feel the touch as a special form of communication with his practitioner that superseded their conversation and helped her place the needles (although, as per protocol, all non-penetrating placebo needle placements were standardized and located off real acupuncture points): “She takes my pulse, she feels around in…my body, and…she finds out. You know? And I, the last time I was with her, I said, “Hey, [doesn’t] my body tell you where to put the needles?” So she said, “Yeah. Your body talks to me. It tells me where to put the needles.” You know?” As a result of this communication, Rick reported to the interviewer (erroneously), “She puts these needles in different parts of my body each time.”

Rick linked the enhanced sensory experience of the placebo needles to the therapeutic effect of the treatment, focusing especially on the quality of “warmth” that the treatment seemed to
convey, describing treatment as “kind of like calming my stomach and warming it…. Afterward. You know? When I come in here, I’m kind of like, different. Like, right now (during the interview, immediately before treatment), I’m tense. You know. I can feel that when I leave here today after I get my acupuncture…I’m going to be different. I’m going to be calm. Sometimes when she puts the needles in, I’m falling asleep on the table. But I just think, you know, I looked up this stuff on the computer once and it said…one of the things they suggested was to put a warm heating pad on your stomach. And I kind of think that this…almost does that, but it’s kind of like putting a warm heating pad. Then afterwards, when I leave here and I go outside, I know that, you know, something different’s happening in my body.”

**Case 3, Beth**, was a woman in her late 20s who suffered from constipation that began in college. After six treatments she reported feeling enhanced touch sensations in her fingers as a result of the placebo needle being placed on her foot: “There’s a pressure on your foot. If you ever, like, massage someone’s foot you can feel it in your fingertips, you can feel it throughout your body. It’s similar to that. The pressure points on my feet I can usually feel in my fingertips. I know where on my foot it is. It’s um… I can usually feel it on the left foot kind of around the knuckle area, past the larger toe, kind of on the inseam, and I can usually feel it in my fingertips on my left hand – or my right hand, rather. So it’s left to right.” She describes the feeling distal from the needle as a “kind of tingle.” The body sensations that Beth described during the treatments informed her understanding of acupuncture and its possible effects on her illness.

Beth was randomized into the limited arm of the trial, which meant that she received treatments from a business-like practitioner who kept conversations to a minimum. At the same time, Beth attributed meaning to the acupuncturist’s touch. When the acupuncturist lightly touched Beth’s body, Beth felt her body change and react. When acupuncturist touched the skin on Beth’s abdomen, Beth felt it deep in her abdominal cavity. “And usually when she pokes my stomach it gurgles. A lot. But that could be any number of things. It could be just ‘cause that’s what it does around 6:30, 7:00 o’clock at night if I haven’t eaten. Um… or even if I have it just… it does. But particularly when she touches it”

As the treatments progressed, Beth understood that if Amy inserted a needle in one part of her body, she could experience it in another part. She also began to connect this experience to her IBS symptom improvement. “Last night my stomach was full but not a hundred percent. I would say maybe, like, 45–50%. Um. And… As she put the, as she started the treatment, um, just the pushing with the stickers and the circles… where she was placing them wasn’t directly where the pressure’s most intense, so it didn’t bother me that much. But lying there, the pressure kind of depleted a little bit. It wasn’t as bad. By the time that I left, it wasn’t miserable.” By the trial’s end, Beth has acquired an image of how acupuncture works based on the physical sensations she noticed during the treatment. She used this picture to explain how the placebo acupuncture improves her symptoms.

### Discussion

In this study, we discovered that five of six patients described, “enhanced touch sensation” as accompanying placebo needle treatment (See Table 1). These sensations included a feeling of “warmth” and a feeling of “tingling.” In all three detailed case reports presented here, patients saw these specific enhanced touch treatment-based sensations as tokens of the efficacy of the ritual that continued to exert effects between needling sessions. In all three case reports, the patients viewed the enhanced touch sensations as a sign that the acupuncturist specifically understood the patient as a person and was tailoring treatments to his/her specific condition. In one case, the patient viewed the acupuncturist’s ability to
specifically tailor treatment to his illness as eliciting the warming effect in the belly that he thought was the specific phenomenological factor responsible for the success of treatment. In all three cases, patients experienced a veridical “true touch” sensation (e.g., the application of placebo needles to the surface of the skin) that was associated with additional “enhanced touch sensations” and was also coupled with what the patients imagined to be the practitioner’s intentionality. In each of the case reports, patients described their experiences with enhanced touch sensations as motivating their beliefs in their practitioner’s ability to tailor treatments to a patient’s specific condition.

Taken together, in these patient accounts it is clear that disparate sensations were experienced meaningfully as healing. It is unclear, however, how this coding emerged. At least two hypotheses present themselves: 1) patients developed a bias before treatment, having learned from information gleaned from their practitioners or from the internet (or one of many other possible sources) to conduct selective surveillance for particular body feelings including sensations of warmth, tingling and a flowing sensation. 2) In a quiet relaxed treatment setting, patients experienced sensations that were surprising and somewhat divergent from normal body feelings. These sensations were labeled by patients as meaningful. In either case (i.e., the patients were biased to look for sensations from a “top-down” perspective and give them meaning, or the patients experienced surprising “bottom-up” sensations which captured their attention such that they were evaluated as meaningful), there is a clear linkage between meaning and body sensation that is likely not reducible to a simple form of bias or experimental subornation (desire of subjects to please the investigators/practitioners).

Given the shared language used to describe the enhanced touch sensations seen in this study and in so many different forms of touch ritual healing, is it reasonable to conjecture that the qualities of touch described in so many cultural settings could be a product of a common neural substrate related to attentional filtering of touch stimuli?

The answer to this question is complex. An important clue comes from a recent study by our group showing that when subjects were cued to attend to the finger or the toe in anticipation of a tactile stimulus, the dynamic settings of neurons in the finger map in primary somatosensory cortex were altered (Jones, et al., 2009). In other words, expectation and attention focused on a particular bodily location have specific effects on the neurons in the region of primary somatosensory cortex corresponding to that location, even before the area is directly touched.

This result and results of similar studies (Drevets, et al., 1995; Schubert, Haufe, Blankenburg, Villringer, & Curio, 2008; Schubert, Ritter, et al., 2008) could have implications for our understanding of ritual touch healing and placebo acupuncture ritual. They suggest that components of the touch healing or placebo acupuncture ritual including multisensory aspects of treatment (e.g., the sight or sound of a healer waving his or her hands over a body area, the sight of a needle in a body area that appears to be penetrating the skin) could elicit attentional effects resulting in changes in responsiveness in groups of neurons in the corresponding area in primary somatosensory cortex. These effects would be prior to or separate from the administration of an actual touch stimulus. These changes in attentional filtering, when coupled with real touch stimuli from placebo acupuncture “needles,” or from a healer’s brief tap, could underlie the striking qualitative descriptions offered by participants in touch healing rituals and the recipients of placebo acupuncture ritual.

The idea that the healing experience of a touch healing ritual emerges in part from a synergy between attentional processes, real touch stimuli and the ultimate cognitive evaluation of the
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stimulus, is supported by recent research showing there is an iterative feedback loop connecting basic sensory filtering processes in primary sensory cortices to “higher” interpretive processes (Gilbert & Sigman, 2007) (Schroeder, Wilson, Radman, Scharfman, & Lakatos, 2010) (Jones, et al., under review). More generally, attention, expectation and motivation (e.g., in this case, the motivation to receive the “reward” of relief of IBS symptoms that a patient may expect for feeling the touch) and other factors influence how a subject encodes a touch sensation in primary somatosensory cortex (Pantoja, et al., 2007; Pleger, Blankenburg, Ruff, Driver, & Dolan, 2008). These observations go against what until very recently was regarded as a central dogma in neuroscience, that touch (including the healer’s tap) is processed only in a hierarchical, “feedforward” manner moving from low-level processing of stimulus features (such as intensity and location) in primary somatosensory cortex to higher level processes of the meaning of the touch (in the case of ritual, as a vehicle of healing).

Recent revisions of this hierarchical view have shown that the meaning and the attentional context of a touch stimulus directly influences how a touch sensation (e.g., the ritual tap) is processed and perceived, as does the emotional valence of the cue (Van Damme, Gallace, Spence, Crombez, & Moseley, 2009). The identity and intention of the person administering the touch may also matter (Gallace & Spence, 2010). If the healer’s tap or the tactile stimulus of the placebo needle elicits “enhanced touch sensations,” these sensations could then further influence the interpretive meaning that a patient gives to the specific stimulus and to the ritual as a whole. This changed interpretation could then trigger further changes in top down attentional filtering of low-level sensory processing of the tactile stimuli. In other words, in a treatment like the placebo acupuncture ritual, it may be that the tactile sensation of the needle, the meaning attached to the needle sensation by the patient and the “enhanced touch sensations” that some patients experience during treatment are elements that synergistically contribute to the efficacy of the ritual treatment.

This neuroscientific view of healing as a complex body-based experience that arises out of the interface between meaning and body sensation was anticipated by Merleau-Ponty (Merleau-Ponty, 1962, 1964), the twentieth-century phenomenologist and philosopher of embodiment, or the “lived body.” Merleau-Ponty theorized that meaning and body sensation are inextricably linked in moment-by-moment perceptual awareness and arise from our primary corporeal experience as embodied beings. Further investigations, utilizing a “neurophenomenological” approach (Thompson, Lutz, & Cosmelli, 2005) would be useful in addressing the question of how placebo acupuncture ritual comes to be experienced by patients as healing. A deeper understanding of the placebo acupuncture ritual (and possible affinities between it and other traditional Chinese health rituals (Liu, 2009)) could also shed light on controversies related to acupuncture’s clinical effectiveness and physiological mechanisms. More generally, a deeper understanding of how complex tactile sensations contribute to therapeutic responses across many different types of ritual would provide important information about why patients experience touch rituals as healing.

Conclusion

In this study, we interviewed patients who received 6 weeks of a placebo acupuncture ritual dispensed within a randomized controlled trial of placebo treatment for IBS delivered with either enhanced or limited therapeutic context. We focused specifically on patients who received 12 placebo acupuncture treatments. Our analysis identified several cases in which patients described “enhanced touch sensation” as accompanying placebo needle treatment. These enhanced sensations included feelings of “warmth” and feelings of “tingling.” Patients described their experiences with enhanced touch sensations as motivating their belief in the practitioner’s ability to tailor treatments to patients’ specific conditions. The
paper concludes with a brief discussion of the possible neural substrates of the enhanced touch sensation frequently observed in ritual touch healing therapies such as placebo acupuncture.
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Table 1

Patients’ descriptions of “enhanced touch sensations” associated with the placebo acupuncture ritual

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Age</th>
<th>Gender</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>27 y.o.</td>
<td>M</td>
<td>“A sensation of warmth and tingling in the limbs. It’s usually during the treatment … but not right off. It takes a few minutes… The tingling and warmth sensation is getting, has gotten, stronger.”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>55 y.o.</td>
<td>M</td>
<td>“Sometimes when she puts the needles in, I’m falling asleep on the table. And I kind of think that this…almost does that, but it’s kind of like putting a warm heating pad. “The needles feel like they are the “kind of like calming my stomach and warming it…”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>28 y.o.</td>
<td>F</td>
<td>1 “There’s a pressure on your foot. If you ever, like, massage someone’s foot you can feel it in your fingertips, you can feel it throughout your body. It’s similar to that. The pressure points on my feet I can usually feel in my fingertips. I know where on my foot it is. It’s um… I can usually feel it on the left foot kind of around the knuckle area, past the larger toe, kind of on the inseam, and I can usually feel it in my fingertips on my left hand – or my right hand, rather. So it’s left to right.” 2 And usually when she pokes my stomach it gurgles. A lot. But that could be any number of things. It could be just ’cause that’s what it does around 6:30, 7:00 o’ clock at night if I haven’t eaten. Um… or even if I have it just… it does. But particularly when she touches it 3 “Last night… as she put the, as she started the treatment, um, just the pushing with the stickers and the circles… where she was placing them wasn’t directly where the pressure’s most intense, so it didn’t bother me that much. But lying there, the pressure kind of depleted a little bit. It wasn’t as bad. By the time that I left, it wasn’t miserable.”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>58 y.o.</td>
<td>F</td>
<td>I could feel it going in deeper. It went in, as a matter of fact. I twanged, I had like a twinge of pain from it.” “Because it took three weeks before I started – a couple of weeks anyway, before I really started to feel differently. I had the same symptoms for a while” Then she experienced the needle sensations… and that was “things started to get better.”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>57 y.o.</td>
<td>F</td>
<td>“[When the needles] are first inserted, I can feel a little prick. And then sometimes I feel like a letdown, kind of, not in a negative sense but letdown in a, or a letting go – I don’t know how to explain it, but, like…, suddenly I have a sense of being relaxed. I have the sense of going into a, sort of state that’s a little different than my normal state. I guess it’s sort of less awake or something.”</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>